www.ccc-wis.com
Take a look at the air quality monitoring going on at several sites in Chippewa Co! Leave a comment.
Look at the collection of photos contributed by noted photographers!

The Frac Sand Times-July 30, 2012
The next meeting of the SAVE THE HILLS ALLIANCE, INC./CONCERNED CHIPPEWA CITIZENS will be
Sunday, August 12, at  Charlie’s  Place  at  3:00  p.m.    You  are  welcome  to  attend!  Call  the number below
for directions. Coffee, tea, and treats will be available. Bring something to share in terms of your
latest findings in and around your city, town and county. We welcome new members!
The silica sand industry is enlarging so quickly that it is difficult to keep up with the research and literature written on the topic!
There may be something in each reference that will help set standards in your city, town, county, or region. Frac Sand mining
and processing and the development of trans-load facilities in Western Wisconsin continues to promote the removal of
Wisconsin lands and hills, ridges, and bluffs. This newsletter is an amalgamation of information providing insight on a complex
topic, all connected with the hydraulic fracturing industry in 34 states that is extracting every last drop of oil and natural gas
using methods that not only poison water supplies but contribute to air pollution and other environmental hazards. Wasn’t  the  
INDUSTRIAL AGE A PRACTICE WE THOUGHT WOULD NOT RETURN?

"Only after the last tree has been cut down, Only after the last river has been poisoned, Only
after the last fish has been caught, Only then will you find money cannot be eaten.”
~ Cree Prophecy."
A Note From Rick Rubenzer, City Engineer, Chippewa Falls, WI 54729
Originally EOG estimated they would purchase around 131 million
gallons of water annually from the City of Chippewa Falls. This translates to
about 11 million gallons monthly or 358,904 gallons daily. At startup they
had been using between 400,000 and 500,000 gallons per month or roughly 6
million gallons annually. This constitutes about 4.5% of their pre-operation
projected use. During May, 2012 their usage was down to under 300,000
gallons per month. I'm not sure why their usage is so much less than

they planned but hooray for the environment and BOO for the city water
sales![editor’s  note:  it  was  learned  they  were  having  some  mechanical  
problems at the processing plant in May according to some sources]. Chippewa
Falls does have AT LEAST another 500 MILLION gallons of
annual pumping capacity and much more than that available as we only run
each of our 9 wells part of the time.
I am not aware of "Hi County" or other surrounding plant details but
the more sand that EOG processes, the more water they will require.
Using the 500,000 gallon per month rate, we would have water capacity to
serve AT LEAST another 84 processing plants before we even got to the
pumping quantities the city supplied five years ago when Pactiv was not
recycling their cooling water.
Hope this addresses your questions. Have a GREAT afternoon and don't
hesitate to direct water questions my way.
Richard J. Rubenzer, PE
Director Of Public Works, City Engineer, Utilities Manager
City of Chippewa Falls, WI
[The EOG Sand Processing Plant is located on about 105 acres of land inside
the City Limits of Chippewa Falls. It was annexed into the City Limits from
the Town of Eagle Point in Feb. 2008 and re-zoned from ag to heavy
industrial.]

TWO WARNINGS ABOUT SILICA DUST IN THE WORKPLACE!

http://www.osha.gov/dts/hazardalerts/hydraulic_frac_hazard_alert.html
http://www.osha.gov/dts/hazardalerts/hydraulic_frac_hazard_alert.pdf
***********************************************************
HELP NEEDED IN TREMPEALEAU!!!!
If you are from Trempealeau County and wanting to be connected with friends
who are concerned about silica mining and processing in that county, please
contact Mary Lee Hegnauer. She is from Ettrick and wishing to form a
coalition group there of interested folks. Contact information: Phone number:

608-525-6275. Email address: <mlhegnauer1@yahoo.com>
Another message from Trempealeau Co. from J. Nutter through Lou Anne Roby:
Trempealeau County people are trying to fight the sand mines while they play catch up. They could
really use some help. The following connect came from Jeanne Harris
Nutter via Lou Anne Roby, of the facebook site "Hale No" to Frac Sand Mining in Wi, :
"To all of my Concerned Citizen Friends...On August 8, 2012 the Land Management Committee
(Trempealeau County) will be reviewing FIVE requests for Conditional Use Permits for non-metallic
mining. Two for Arcadia, one for Independence, one in Chimney Rock and one for the town of Hale...Hale
is my neighborhood. Our Hale No group plans to be there and we will be requesting to speak...The
hearing on these CUP's will begin at 9am...if we can flood the room with people that would be
wonderful!!!! FIVE permits...it is unbelievable what is happening in Trempealeau County...."

http://bit.ly/NzEEpj

Sand plant, rail station rejected in Buffalo County
Posted: Thursday, July 26, 2012 11:31 pm | Updated: 11:36 pm, Thu Jul 26, 2012. By LeaderTelegram staff
Another View from KARE 11 out of Minneapolis!
http://www.kare11.com/news/article/984432/391/Frac-sand-proposal-draws-hundreds-tohearing-in-western-WI?odyssey=tab|topnews|bc|large

*****************************************************************************

STORY NUMBER ONE: YOUR HELP IS NEEDED! PLEASE ATTEND THIS
MEETING AND SUPPORT PIERCE COUNTY RESIDENTS!!!!!

The Pierce County Land Management board is scheduled to vote on approval of conditional
use permit for Wisconsin Industrial Sand. WISC is planning to dig a 2900 underground nonmetallic mine in Diamond Bluff. They have a separate CUP in process for Oak Grove. The
same county board approved the processing plant for this mine on July 18. That was
approved for the town of Trenton.
The meeting will include a public hearing and potentially vote on the conditional use permit.
It is scheduled for Wed. Aug 1st at 6:00 PM. Meeting is in Ellsworth at the County
Courthouse in the county board room. We are looking for as many people as we can to
attend and offer comments. While its very unlikely the board will vote No, we at least want
them to postpone any decision for now—at least until the community has the opportunity to
read the county staff recommendations and determine if other conditions would be
appropriate.
Here is a link to the county meeting notice.
http://www.co.pierce.wi.us/Agendas%20&%20Minutes/Agendas%20&%20Minutes%202012
/Land%20Management/2012_Agendas.pdf
Thanks
Debra L. McClure

Demcclur52@gmail.com
715-262-3345
*************************************************************************

http://www.tcdailyplanet.net/news/2012/07/09/frac-sand-or-farmland-wisconsin-farmers-faceshowdown-july-17

Frac Sand or Farmland: Wisconsin farmers face
showdown — rescheduled for August 9
*******************************************
FRACK ACTION!!! NATIONAL ATTENTION GAINING MOMENTUM! SILICA SAND IS A PART OF
IT! WHY NOT GET INVOLVED? We are part of a national movement!

http://www.frackaction.com/2012/07/14/artists-against-fracking/
*************************************************************************************
THE SKY IS PINK:    Josh  Fox’s  look  at  the  issue  is  outstanding!
http://artistsagainstfracking.com/
************************************************************************************
http://chippewa.com/news/local/lake-hallie-residents-want-sand-moratorium/article_de6f9144-d5aa11e1-afb0-001a4bcf887a.html

Lake Hallie residents want sand moratorium
ALICIA YAGER July 24, 2012 11:00 am Lake Hallie is in Chippewa County!

Lake Hallie Sand Moratorium Gets Initial Board Approval—Chippewa Co.!
http://chippewa.com/news/local/lake-hallie-sand-moratorium-gets-initialboard-approval/article_f3808108-d78d-11e1-a759-0019bb2963f4.html
*******************************************************************************
Enbridge Energy reports oil spill in Wisconsin—NUMBER ONE
http://www.wqow.com/story/19136905/2012/07/28/enbridge-energyreports-oil-spill-in-wisconsin
*************************************************************************************

Wow,oil,gas spills-NUMBER TWO
Cleanup of 55,000 gallon gas spill could take years
http://www.wqow.com/story/19129370/2012/07/27/clean-up-of-55000gallon-gas-spill-could-take-year
*************************************************************************************

Consumer Group and Lawmaker Join Together to Call for a Statewide Ban on Fracking | Common
Dreams http://www.commondreams.org/newswire/2012/07/25
*************************************************************************************
Rural Wisconsinites Express Concerns About Sand MInes
http://host.madison.com/ct/news/opinion/column/sen-kathleen-vinehout-rural-wisconsinites-expressconcern-about-sand-mines/article_0a761748-d5ad-11e1-87e2-0019bb2963f4.html
News from Houston Co., Minnesota
At the 7/24 County Board meeting, the Board unanimously voted to pass an amendment to the interim
ordinance (moratorium.) This amendment broadens the scope of the moratorium. Previously, the
moratorium contained the following:
"a temporary twelve month moratorium on the issuance of any conditional use permit for new silica
sand mining or accessory uses"
The amendment reads: "the moratorium is amended to apply to:

1. The issuance of any conditional use permit for new silica sand mining or accessory uses
2. The conversion of existing non-silica sand mining operations into silica sand mining
operations; and
3. All processing of sand material that has not been established and on-going as of the
date hereof.
It was also announced that the county received a summary judgment in the Federal case against them
brought by the group commonly referred to as "the land rights group." In other words, the county won
the case. This case did not have anything to do with frac sand mining, however, the case revolved
around landowners who felt that since they own the land, they should be able to do what they want
with it. This is also a common theme among frac sand miners.
*************************************************************************************
Letterman on Fracking: 'Ladies and Gentlemen, We're Screwed' Posted: 25 Jul 2012 07:00 AM PDT
Cochran Fountain City (CFC) held a public hearing in Alma on 7/24 to consider a sand processing and
loading facility next to their public school.
The effort to stop the facility was impressive.
Hundreds of people turned up; there were 3 hours of person after person speaking to deny the permits.
It took 15 minutes to read the list of name of people who wrote to express concerns and to request that
the permits be denied.
There were 14 expert witnesses scheduled to speak against permitting and many more unscheduled
experts who spoke.
At roughly 2am the CFC Board of Adjustments voted to deny the permits.
It's possible that the request will be moved to the county for rezoning.

********************************************************************************

RAIL MAP FOR YOU! THE RAIL IS ADDING A GREAT DEAL TO THE HUGE
FOOTPRINT OF THIS INDUSTRY. THINK ABOUT HOW IT IS AFFECTING YOU AND
THEN LOOK AROUND AND STUDY A BIT HOW IT IS AFFECTING OTHERS NOT
ONLY IN YOUR LOCATION BUT NATIONALLY.
http://www.dot.wisconsin.gov/library/publications/docs/railmap2005.pdf

Dear Friend,
Join conservation-minded citizens from across the Chippewa Valley to take a look back
at the last legislative session and discuss the natural resource issues that you would like
to see Wisconsin League of Conservation Voters take on next year.
Past issues have included Passing The Great Lakes Compact and Renewing The
Knowles-Nelson Stewardship Fund - what do you think this year's top conservation
priorities should be?

Frac Sand Mining? Recycling? Open-Pit Iron Mining? WE WANT TO HEAR
FROM YOU! Eau Claire Conservation Priority Listening Session
Monday, July 30th
6:30-7:45 pm
L.E. Phillips Memorial Library, 400 Eau Claire Street, Downtown Eau Claire (Eau
Claire Room)
Thank you for being a conservation voter,
Tom Stolp
Field Director
Wisconsin League of Conservation Voters[sorry this is late. Tom is leaving for Milwaukee to
work there. We wish him well as he continues his work. The Eau Claire office will close
however. We hope he continues to follow the silica sand mining issues!]
Anyone wishing to attend a major slightly biased conference on silica mining?
See this link to a pdf:
http://www.d.umn.edu/prc/workshops/12%20SS%20Workshop/SS%20Conference%20Information%20
Circular.pdf
It is the itinerary for the :
Conference on the Silica Sand Resources of Minnesota and Wisconsin
October 1-3, 2012
Earle Brown Heritage Center, Brooklyn Park, MN
it is sponsored by the Society for Mining, Metallurgy and Exploration.
*******************************************************************************
*************************************************************************************

NPR’s  version  on  frac  sand  rush
http://www.npr.org/2012/07/23/157217088/rifts-emerge-amid-frac-sand-rush-inwisconsin#commentBlock
An  article  you  won’t  want  to  miss!  
http://www.minnpost.com/environment/2012/07/wisconsin-frac-sand-sites-double
******************************************************************************
http://www.bipc.com/silica-dust-in-fracking-operations--a-new-osha-target-07-24-2012/
Silica Dust in Fracking Operations: A New OSHA Target
7/25/2012

Articles & Alerts
******************************************************************************
Muskie Holdings Again? Covert deals, phantom jobs blemish frac sand debate | StarTribune.com
http://www.startribune.com/local/162485486.html
Eau Claire has Muskie Holdings/Muskie Proppants on the north end of Eau Claire. Plum City, too? And
they are looking for an accountant in Dunn County according to our latests sources.
Check out You Tube for Hawks Nest & Stop Silicosis, the 1938 US
department of labor film, but ignore the music, from an entirely different era.
Learners still are viewing these videos these during the OSHA 10 and 30 hour courses according to the
industry.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GtYErK9KjQ8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWQnS2zOMEg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oUL6nnJO-6Q
*************************************************************************************
Are you looking for spills into streams? Sludge dribbling on highways? Please report any blatant violations
directly to the DNR, the Sheriff’s Dept., the County Highway Commissioner, local Police Departments, the
Health Department or the Land Conservation Office if you can; I can help you out with names to call if
needed. It is important that information is conveyed to the proper enforcers if we know who they are. The
biggest question we still have is WHO IS RESPONSIBLE? Unsafe, unhealthy conditions must be reported! It
appears there are some very concerning incidents being overlooked

Editorial: it is time for some intergovernmental cooperation and open meetings that allow for communication
among many stakeholders affected by the silica mining industry and processing factories popping up in many areas
of the state. One town is affecting the other; cities are impacting rural areas and cities downstream from them. Why
does any one city, town or county or part of the state have the right to impact the other with heavy industrial
products without making some accommodations, creating some limitations, and demanding that the mining
companies follow through by tightening their own regulations? The citizenry deserve better. Are YOU going to call
your local representatives or others to give ideas? HOPE lies in everyone responding and working together. Many
great responses from groups and individuals from outside the Chippewa Co. area with actions they are taking are
rolling in. Is Chippewa  Co.  going  to  be  an  “island”  without  careful  consideration  of  its  own  residents  as  well  as  
those outside of it? WE are already deeply involved into transporting our hills, ridges and bluffs to the national and
international scene and while we are doing that we are allowing air pollution with heavy use of fuels, emissions,
along with dangerous use of our drinking water supplies to wash sand. I can try to spread useful information but it is
up to each of the readers of this message to undertake the responsibility to express your views. Call your State, town
board, county board, health or city council representatives. They all have a stake in our welfare!

Below are two links to some good information on frac sand mining in Southeast MN and across
the river in Wisconsin where it is much worse. Many large mines have been established there
that have been a disaster.

http://www.bluestemprairie.com/bluestemprairie/2012/05/new-mpca-head-sticks-head-in-fracsand-on-southeastern-minnesota-mining-concerns.html
http://www.motherjones.com/environment/2012/05/how-rural-america-got-fracked
******************************************************************************
Subject: [sustainableotsego] Fracking Exposes Workers to High Levels of Silica and Other Health
Hazards
http://www.aflcio.org/Blog/Political-Action-Legislation/Fracking-Exposes-Workers-to-High-Levels-ofSilica-and-Other-Health-Hazards
05/22/2012

Ja-Rei Wang <http://www.aflcio.org/Blog/%28author%29/Ja-Rei%20Wang>
************************************************************************************
Here is the Shale Gas Round Up. You can click on each headline to read the full articles.
Of  interest,  is  the  rebuttal  to  this  past  week’s  AP  article  – the one claiming that anti-fracking people lie!
The Leader Telegram  picked  that  up,  but  I’m  quite  sure  NO  paper  will  run  the  rebuttal  from  Naked  
Capitalism!
Even worse is the increasing amount of INDUSTRY FUNDED UNIVERSITY RESEARCH.

http://www.energybulletin.net/stories/2012-07-25/shale-gas-july-25

Shale gas - July 25
Click on the headline (link) for the full text. Many more articles are available through the Energy
Bulletin homepage

Frackers Fund University Research That Proves Their Case
Jim Efstathiou Jr, Bloomberg
Pennsylvania remains the largest U.S. state without a tax on natural gas production, thanks in part to
a study released under the banner of the Pennsylvania State University.
The 2009 report predicted drillers would shun Pennsylvania if new taxes were imposed, and
lawmakers cited it the following year when they rejected a 5 percent tax proposed by then- Governor
Ed Rendell.
“As  an  advocacy  tool,  it  worked,”  Michael  Wood,  research  director  with  the  non-profit Pennsylvania
Budget  and  Policy  Center  in  Harrisburg,  Pennsylvania,  said  in  an  interview.  “If  people  wanted to find a
reason  to  vote  against  having  the  industry  taxed  in  that  way,  that  gave  them  reason  to  do  it.”
What  the  study  didn’t  do  was  note  that  it  was  sponsored  by  gas  drillers  and  led  by  an  economist,  now  
at the University of Wyoming, with a history of producing industry-friendly research on economic and

energy issues. The researcher, Tim Considine, said his analysis was sound and not biased by industry
funding...
(23 July 2012)
*********************************************************************************
*********************************************************************************

http://www.thedailypage.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=55261
BACKGROUND
Three legislators are attempting to intervene by stepping up to the county government (which, as
we know, is responsible for maintaining the roads) and insisting that the selective fees seem
unfair and, worse, will dissuade the job creation that results from the sand mining industry.
But county guy says that the roads aren't built to handle the frequency and weight of sand
hauling trucks (few are) and is attempting to make sure that the costs of rebuilding infrastructure
aren't passed on to the taxpayers later. This invokes two conservative shibboleths: looking out for
taxpayers and kicking the can down the road.
------------------------The oil companies behind this have done a lot of work to hide their interests, sending in locals to
clear the way for their sand mining operations. Here's an interesting column from the
Minneapolis Star Tribune about one such front man.
Someone asked Ingraham where the headquarters for his company, Muskie Proppants LLC, was
located.
Ingraham looked puzzled, then mumbled something about a temporary office somewhere in
Wisconsin.
"You can't even name your corporate headquarters, sir," said an area resident, Remy Ceci.
Finally Ingraham gave in: "Greenwich, Connecticut," he said. Muskie is a subsidiary of Wexford
Capital, a hedge fund, and partly owned by another energy company in Oklahoma.
-----------------------------------COMMENT by wack wack
Considering the way conservatives have piled on Obama lately for suggesting that no one in
America became successful without assistance, I'd think the sand hauling companies would be
building their own roads.
Roads in good repair for everyone are more important than jobs for a few and big profits for
fewer.

COMMENT BY pjbogart

This also illustrates why we have graduated tax rates. The rich, particularly business owners,
tend to use a greater portion of the commons. Joe Six Pack, driving to work every day does
very little damage to the roads, yet Mike Millionaire owns a trucking company and feels
somehow abused that he needs to pay more taxes than Joe. Mike pulls some strings, threatens
to move his company, gets some tax concessions and ultimately sticks Joe with higher taxes to
rebuild the roads that Mike disproportionately damaged.
Mike laughs all the way to the bank, convinces Joe that Democrats are trying to take away
Joe's gun and Joe goes ahead and votes for the politicians that screwed him over by giving
Mike a tax break.

Doing Some Math on Fracking Propaganda
reader bob of upstate New York, Naked Capitalism
A story by the Associated Press that tried to do some jusitsu on fracking critics , claiming they were
guilty of the same practices they accused the industry of using, namely, using bad science; ironically,
it included a pro-fracking example of the same.
While there are many logical inconsistencies within this piece, the one major issue with fracking,
waste water, is given a great spin:

An analysis by The Associated Press of data from Pennsylvania found that of the 10.1 million barrels of
shale wastewater generated in the last half of 2011, about 97 percent was either recycled, sent to deepinjection  wells,  or  sent  to  a  treatment  plant  that  doesn’t  discharge  into  waterways.
This is artful. Let’s start from the beginning of the fracking process. Each well requires between 5-10
million gallons of fresh water (depending on the industry source for  the  estimate).  We’ll  give  the  
frackers the benefit of the doubt and go with 5 million gallons of water per well.
(24 July 2012)

Industry money and questionable ethics contaminate UT Austin fracking study
David Wogan, Scientific American
Remember  that  study  out  of  The  University  of  Texas  last  February  that  concluded  there  wasn’t  a  direct
link between fracking and groundwater contamination? It caught flack for seeming to being too easy
on  the  fracking  industry  by  suggesting  that  there  wasn’t  a  direct  link  between  cracking  shale  and  
groundwater contamination. The study was great news for an industry fighting a PR battle over a
politically-charged issue.
However, financial ties to the fracking industry were never mentioned in all of the announcements
about the study, and not known until a new study put out Monday by the Public Accountability
Initiative.  The  study’s  leader,  Dr.  Charles  “Chip”  Groat  has  significant  financial  ties  to  the  fracking  
industry, to the tune of a couple of million dollars. From State Impact Texas:

Groat, a former Director of the U.S. Geological Survey and professor at the Jackson School of
Geosciences at the University of Texas at Austin, also sits on the board of Plains Exploration and
Production Company, a Houston-based company that conducts drilling and fracking in Texas and other

parts of the country. According to  the  new  report  (and  a  review  of  the  company’s  financial  reports  by  
Bloomberg) Groat received more than $400,000 from the drilling company last year alone, more than
double  his  salary  at  the  University.  And  one  of  the  shales  examined  in  Groat’s  fracking  study is currently
being drilled by the company, the report says.
Since 2007, Groat has received over $1.5 million in cash and stock awards from the company, and he
currently holds over $1.6 million in company stock, according to the PAI report.
It’s  hard  for me to read this news because I have taken courses from Dr. Groat and value his wealth
of experience. But this is damaging to himself and the University...
(24 July 2012)

Nationwide Mutual Declines to Cover Fracking
John Daly, oilprice.com
Nationwide Mutual has become the first insurance company to decline coverage for claims related to
hydraulic fracturing, a controversial energy production known as “fracking.”
In  a  press  statement  “FOR  IMMEDIATE  RELEASE”  posted  on  its  website  on  13  July,  the  Columbus,  
Ohio  firm  laid  out  in  detail  the  reasons  for  its  decision.  “Gas  and  oil  drilling  has  been  going  on  in  this  
country for many years in the west and southwest. Fracking is another variation of the gas and oil
business.  In  recent  years,  oil  and  gas  exploration  has  come  to  New  York,  Pennsylvania  and  Ohio.”
Seeking to downgrade the possible impression that the statement represents a radical change of
direction,  the  press  release  continued,  “Nationwide  has  not  changed  our  policies  or  guidelines,  nor  are  
we cancelling policies. Fracking-related losses have never been a covered loss under personal or
commercial lines policies. Nationwide's personal and commercial lines insurance policies were not
designed to provide coverage for any fracking-related  risks.”...
(20 July 2012)

U.S. calls New York anti-drilling lawsuit premature
Jessica Dye, Thomson Reuters
A lawyer for the U.S. government asked a federal court on Tuesday to throw out a lawsuit brought by
New York state challenging proposed natural gas development in the Delaware River Basin.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Sandra Levy said New York could not challenge regulations that would allow
development to go ahead until those regulations had been finalized.
New York and environmental groups sued the U.S. government in 2011 seeking environmental studies
to determine the effect of gas drilling in the Delaware River Basin, which supplies water to about 15
million people...
(24 July 2012)
*********************************************************************************

Some of you may wish to take a look at the MN Air Pollution Controls .

http://www.pca.state.mn.us/index.php/air/air-quality-and-pollutants/air-pollutants/frac-sandmining.html
*************************************************************************************
DONATIONS, LARGE AND SMALL, ARE NEEDED TO STRENTHEN SAVE THE HILLS
ALLIANCE, INC. WE NEED A STRONG COALITION MORE THAN EVER. PLEASE MAIL
YOUR CHECKS OF ANY SIZE TO The Save the Hills Alliance, Inc. Ken Lestrud, Treasurer,
N 7225 690th, Menomonie, WI 54751 Donations are not deductible at this time. If you

would  rather  give  gifts  “in-kind”,  we  could  use  stamps,  8  1/2x11  copy  paper  
and/or colored copy paper, and a supply of legal envelopes. We also need your
skills. Many thanks to those who have been making contributions unselfishly!
****************************************************************************************************
EXCELLENT WEBSITES FOR ALL OF YOU TO BOOKMARK!
http://fracsandfrisbee.com/2012/02/19/why-we-need-a-moratorium-a-one-page-handout/ (Great 1
page handout!)
If you haven't seen it, check out Houston Co/Winona frac sand site, http://www.sandpointtimes.com/
Really easy to read and simple graphics.
Save the Hills Alliance: www.ccc-wis.com Check out the air monitors at work plus lots of new additions.
Various County links including Dunn County Mining Sites
https://sites.google.com/site/dunncountysand/dunn-county-links
New Maps including the Vista Rail Spur site
https://sites.google.com/site/dunncountysand/maps
Town of Menomonie including Nonmetalic Mine Ordinance and Comprehensive Land
Use Plan https://sites.google.com/site/dunncountysand/resources
Chippewa Monitoring Analysis Report
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=ZGVmYXVsdGRvbWFpbnxkdW5uY2
91bnR5c2FuZHxneDo3MzIzMTIxOWQzNTYzNGIw

************************************************************************************
From Ellen Cantarow:
From TomDispatch : How climate-change deniers are finally losing their grip, but why they might take
the rest of us down with them -- Bill  McKibben,  “The  Planet  Wreckers,  Climate-Change Deniers Are on
the Ropes – But  So  Is  the  Planet” http://www.tomdispatch.com/archive/175549/

******************************************************************************
Save the Hills Alliance, Inc. accepts no liability for the content of this email, or for the consequences of
any actions taken on the basis of the information provided, unless that information is subsequently
confirmed in writing. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying,
distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.

www.ccc-wis.com

715-723-6398

Picture taken by M. Kenosian in at the S & S mine in the Town of Howard. Lots of fugitive sand noted
on the asphalt drive. Roads destroyed in the area. The mine is closed for the summer months due to
the Town of Howard agreement (about May-Sept) with EOG, Resources, Inc.

